
I made this post on our fake book page, and sent it out to our mailing list, a couple days ago. 
Fake book erased it the first time right as I got done writing it, so I had to rewrite it all over 
again that night. In any case, I wanted to go ahead and turn this into a PDF and post it to our 
newsletter archive on our website. And I also wanted to update some of the info in this, 
specifically one of the video links that I listed which has since been deleted. I was expecting this 
would happen as it had already been purged from many sites, as even though it is a short 
video (10 min) it contains a lot of important information. So with that expectation, I download 
the video when I originally made this post. Last night I began to try to find someplace to 
upload it, and surprisingly was able to get it uploaded to our bitchute channel, so I will be 
posting that link instead. Watch it while you can, as it would not surprise me if it gets deleted 
from bitchute as well.   
 
Here is that fake book post – additions, edits and emphasis added: 
 
Yahusha Ben Moshe Eliyahu  
July 15th 2:16 AM 

Shared with Public 
 
***anyone paying attention… starting to believe that we are in the great tribulation yet, as 
we have warned for well over a year and half now. beginning just before and after they 
performed the abomination on mount olives, when we said at that time (and ever since) that the 
great tribulation was going to begin on Yom Teruah/1st day 7th month 6001sc (sep 
28th 2019) 
 
as to the [first] video linked down below and after some searching I found the extended versions 
of this video… so I’m posting the short version. But I am also including the link to the extended 
version at the end of this as well. 
 
even though presidents, officials, celebrities and many more from many nations, have openly 
stated all along about their plans and progress toward their “new world order”… anyone 
pointing out what they were saying, like so many other truths, people just dismissed them using 
the cia created keyword “crazy conspiracy theories”. 
Well now they are announcing the “first full day of the new world order” on mainstream 
news, in this particular case Australian news. let alone gov/UN organizations and “officials”.   
And before people say [that clip] is “fake”, after doing some further searching I have seen that 
news clip on many videos now. I tried to get the original video from 10 News First website, BUT 
I got a message stating that no one outside Australia is allowed to access their news videos… 
what a surprise. 
 
they also continue to openly state that people and communities who don’t take the injection will 
have to be “isolated” and “quarantined”. this IS the fema concentration camps that we 
warned was coming for years. just as we warned they will turn many cities into “prison cities”, 
now using the excuse saying they are “quarantined”. which this is all part of their depopulation 
plan (mass genocide) across the nations. this is why all of this is being done “globally” across 
the nations, all simultaneously. 
 
also they are openly stating that the world will not go back to what people call “normal” and that 
this is never going to end. we stated that when this all first began, that it wasn’t going to be 
“weeks” or even “months” but rather that things would NEVER go back to “normal”. that this 
was only going to continue to speed up and increase. 



 
further, we also stated and showed video from doctors and ect, that this rna injection was 
rewriting/changing peoples DNA, changing what Yahuah created in His image, into the image of 
the beast. 
further, before they claimed there was even a ‘vac’, we posted where many officials in different 
nations (including the ‘state of israel’) and ect, who were stating that no one would be able to 
buy or sell, even from amazon online, without the injection and its ‘passport’ ID. And 
several months ago we made two main video teachings concerning all of this and how it fits in 
with Yahuahs Word. 
 
-->LINKS to those teachings: 

We are ALREADY IN the Great Tribulation!! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZkqgAGXn7B8&t=3194s 

 
Daniel 9 27 & The Mark of the Beast 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t3OK0rYBtww&t=12s  
 
 
In the “extended” version of this short news video that I found, they have clips from leaders of 
multiple nations all stating that the people have a deadline to get the injection and 
the “health pass/passport” ect… OR… you will be arrested and thrown in jail, you won’t be able 
to return to your job, you won’t be able to go into any stores, won’t be allowed to travel, and ect. 
And they are going to be making ALL private businesses to begin enforcing this as well, no 
matter if it is employees or customers. which should be no surprise to anyone… as anyone 
could have found the info with them stating these things point blank many months ago, just as 
we found and posted some of it at that time. 
 
for those who haven’t heard, there are a Multitude of hospital networks [with more being 
added daily] across the US who are Requiring their staff, volunteers, and even vendors to get 
the injection by their deadline or be fired. some of which have already took place and 
many nurses and ect have been fired. this is beginning to be seen pushed in other areas outside 
of health care as well. much of this is also taking place in other nations. 
 
France is a bit further ahead, all people are to get the Injection and ID. and for those who do not 
get the injection, some of the limits go into effect THIS MONTH. with many more limits on 
stores and much more going into effect in august. a clip of frances president, macron, is in the 
extended version of this video stating exactly this. 
 
we have warned for many years, that **anything** that this beast system would **require** a 
person to have in order to buy or sell, would be the mark and number of the beast, just as 
is Written. we also have said that this “ID” could come in MANY forms such as the “real ID 
drivers license”, a phone app, or any other form of government ID. and this is exactly what we 
are now seeing. 
as we also stated it is NOT just the ‘microchip’ to be imbedded in the “right hand or 
forehead” which the government clergy in the churches have pushed for decades, and the vast 
multitudes believe this so whole heartedly that they have and ARE still looking for NOTHING 
else but a “chip implant in your right hand or in your forehead that would be scanned”…. 
as my Abba has taught for so long, the right hand represents a persons works, the forehead 
is a person heart/mind which is your knowledge and with it you choose who you will serve, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZkqgAGXn7B8&t=3194s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t3OK0rYBtww&t=12s


Yahuah or the beast system. Yes, This is About OBEDIENCE aka Worship. Will you 
choose to obey Yahuah? Or to obey the beast system.   
 
One of the many things that Yahuah gave my Abba’s Abba (my Grandfather) Yahezkiel, to 
prophecy more than 40+ years ago was “they’ll give people a shot in the arm, and take them out 
and bury them”. Another was that “the hospitals will be full and running over”. Its 
happening. 
 
how long we tried to warn people to flee out and away from the cities and high density 
population areas and get prepared for these days the best as possible. how many years we tried 
to convey to people that they will be faced with a choice of having to watch their children/family 
ect starve and/or have them taken/arrested by the government and sent to a fema camp where 
they will be tortured and killed the same as was practiced in nazi germany. Or they can obey the 
beast and choose to take the mark. And for a time will receive food and water rations, and other 
essentials. but even then they too will be taken in the end. 
we continue to pray for those who didn’t have the means or ability, that Yahuah will send His 
Malachim/Angles to make a path for them to escape as He did for Lot. 
 
we also warned this past Shabuot, which was only about a month ago on the 7th day 3rd month / 
jun 17th 2021, that events were going to take yet another big leap forward in the intensity and 
speed at which they were happening. look around. this is NOT going to slow down at all, this is 
only going to CONTINUE to leap forward faster and faster. 
 
as we come to this fall and winter, more events are going to come into play. toward the top of 
that list very very likely is going to be food shortages and the collapsing of the economy. we have 
warned about the coming food shortages for a long time, and have especially shown the 
destruction of the crops and livestock across the nations for the past two years. we have also 
been warning about the collapse of the economy and dollar, and hyperinflation. not long ago 
when lumber prices suddenly skyrocketed, we posted that if people would understand 
what they were seeing, that it was the initial stages of hyperinflation. This is not some 
‘theory’ or ‘guess’ that it is going to happen, all you have to do is notice how every time you go to 
the store, you are getting less and less but it costs more. 
 
another thing that Abi Yahuah gave my Grandfather to prophecy back all those year ago 
was “that people will take a wheelbarrow full of money to the store just to buy groceries”. this 
IS soon coming to the US, except maybe for the most part it will be the number of zeros being 
taken from your bank account. but it has already happened in a few other nations. with one post 
we made back a couple years ago in particular, where news photos and video was *literally* a 
man pushing a wheelbarrow full of paper cash HOPING he could buy some food (not only 
hoping he had the money, but also hoping there was any food to buy) from the store for his 
family.   
 
as we have said all along, these are their CREATED shortages and the orchestrated 
collapse of the economy. they are doing this in order to bring about the end goals of their 
plans. this is about the control and demise of the people. and this is NOT limited to the US. 
this is happening across the nations and that is NOT an “accident”. when the US falls, the rest 
of the “western” nations will quickly follow. 
 
among all of this is war, not only the open war between nations/alliances-of-nations which will 
be gog-magog/aka ww3. but it will also be war within nations, governments against the people, 



people/races/groups against one another. But also just general chaos in the streets, 
people/groups/gangs ect going through breaking into peoples houses and taking anything they 
want, killing people ect. which is the reason for yet another thing that Yahuah gave my 
Grandfather to prophecy “one will stay awake, while another sleeps” because someone will have 
to be on guard at all times. 
 
we have taught and warned for years that these days and events were coming… they are no 
longer coming. they are here. pray for Yahuahs people scattered across the face of this earth, 
but soon to be gathered into His hand. 
Moshiach tells us of all these things in Luke chapter 21. 
 
remember and pray: 
LUKE 21:28 And when these things begin to come to pass, then look up, and lift up your heads; 
for your redemption/deliverance draws near.  
36  But stay alert at all times, praying that you may have the strength to escape all these things 
about to happen, and to stand before the Son of Man. 
 
 
Linked videos: 
short version: 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/hTGlaQZIYulB/ 

 
extended version:  
-->EDIT the video that was at the original link I listed, was deleted about a day after I made this 
post. But I had downloaded this video expecting that would happen. I was able to get that saved 
video uploaded to bitchute last night, so here is the new link:  
 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/fXPYSDlkhQAh/?fbclid=IwAR2vjP0kyM71sP28nFbTTRaMh
_elT6JxkNmSgqHva2TTEK0GggbWA995_cE  

 

 -->P.S. if you see ANY posts/emails from “us” that is pushing/supporting their agenda… it is 
NOT from us. Besides all the censorship and ect on the internet, we recently saw a news 
release that ‘they’ are monitoring peoples phone text messages to family/friends, and 
are “correcting misinformation” before it is sent on to the receiver. specifically concerning 
the injection. and if they are doing that with peoples cell phones… which is no surprise… email, 
fakebook, and ect is much easier to do the same.  

 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/hTGlaQZIYulB/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/fXPYSDlkhQAh/?fbclid=IwAR2vjP0kyM71sP28nFbTTRaMh_elT6JxkNmSgqHva2TTEK0GggbWA995_cE
https://www.bitchute.com/video/fXPYSDlkhQAh/?fbclid=IwAR2vjP0kyM71sP28nFbTTRaMh_elT6JxkNmSgqHva2TTEK0GggbWA995_cE

